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No. TOA/CHQ/2017/                           Dated  01-12-2017 

To. 

      The Secretary 

      DOT, Sanchar Bhawan. 

       New Delhi-110 001 

 

Sub:-Non Provision of data services in rural and remote area – Free allotment of 4G Spectrum & 

budgetary support to BSNL.   

Respected Sir/Madam, 

    It is humbly submitted that at present large number of Mobile operators are providing services 

in India but it is sorry to say that these operators are condensed themselves in Profitable or Urban Area 

leaving behind rural population unattended.  

Mostly rural India is lagging in telecom services   due to lack of Government support in creating 

Wireless infrastructure to reach rural masses. Wired lines exchanges in rural area are life expired and 

working on obsolete technology. 

 BSNL services are also failed to cope with the demand of these unprofitable and rural area due 

to financial constraints. BSNL is also trapped into financial crunch due to services in these areas. Even 

after entrance of new telecom players in the market, services in these area remain absent. 

For the successful implementation of Government policy of digital India in these areas, Only 

pursuance without financial support is not feasible. Financial losses of BSNL is go on increasing and 

services in these area are deteriorated .So allocation of Funds are immediately required. 

BSNL have time and again curtailed employee’s pay and perks for providing rural network 

and unprofitable area in the name of financial crunch.  

Our ITS dominated Management is never part of this curtailment and devotion towards noble 

cause in the past or in present. They are drawing/enjoying facilities and perks which are either 

maximum in BSNL or in DOT. So 100% contribution towards noble cause bears by our BSNL employees 

or our BSNL labour class &workers. 

 वने्दमातरम 
 
टेलीकॉम ऑफिससस एसोफसएशन ( 
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BSNL is forced to pay all charges including spectrum charges (3G spectrum) etc at the highest 

of bid amount to DOT for all circles.  Even no leverage   given by State government for these 

unprofitable / remote area .   

 

BSNL is forced to pay  all charges including spectrum  charges (3G spectrum ) etc at the highest 

of bid amount to DOT without taking any consent  from BSNL based on Financial viabilities . 

Different Government offices are running from these building. BSNL is regularly paying all 

maintenance charges including Electric bill against these land and buildings running into thousands of 

Crores from last 17 years. 

 Keeping in view the above facts in mind, Our Association/Union demand to Government of 

India to fully cleared all pending dues like illegal excess pension contribution, Income Tax refund, 

deputation employees cost  Employees  Cost, land and building usage cost etc along with interest 

running into thousands  of Crores to BSNL so that Company may be able to fulfil its social obligation 

and implement its 3rd PRC otherwise TOA (BSNL) constraints to raised the issue with the Controller and 

Auditor General of India for the audit of this Financial loss to BSNL.  

Therefore, it is humbly submitted and requested to consider our demand/request for the benefit of BSNL 

and its employees.  

With regards, 

                        (Anil Kumar Tiwari) 

                           General Secretary  

 

Copy to: for information and necessary action please. 

       1. Sh. N. Sivasailam. Additional Secretary (T), DOT, Sanchar Bhawan New Delhi-110 001. 

       2. Sh. Pawan Gupta Director (PSU-1), DOT, Sanchar Bhawan New Delhi. 

       3. The CMD BSNL, Corporate Office, New Delhi-110001. 

       4.  Director (HR& Finance), BSNL Corporate office New Delhi  

       5. All CGM’s /PGM’s of BSNL  for information and request  for necessary action please. 

       6 General Secretary, BMS/ITEF, New Delhi request to intervene in the matter for early

 settlement of matter.  

 


